01 FEBRUARY 62

0009 S/A FIRE NSA AREA

0010 UNABLE TO LOCATE TWO VC WITH THEIR SATCHEL CHARGE ACROSS THE STREET FROM PLAZA

0016 TWO VC AT PLAZA BEQ NO LONGER IN AREA BELIEVED TO BE VC DECAY, NO LONGER LOCATED, NO FIRE, NO NOTHING.

0019 ROOF REPORT: TWO MORTAR ROUNDS BEARING 355R RANGE ONE MILE/ 3 MORE ROUNDS FROM SAME AREA.

0023 TWO VC AT PLAZA DROPPED TWO CLIPS AMMO FOR AK-47 RIFLE WHEN ESCAPING.

0030 HAVE ONE VC SNIPER WORKING NEAR THAI EMBASSY AND CAR POOL LOT.

0048 ROOF REPORT: S/A FIRE FROM PARK AREA

0052 BE ADVISED SUSPICIOUS LOOKING VEHICLE (GREEN AND WHITE TRUCK) WITH TWO PERSONS INSIDE, PARKED ACROSS FROM AMBASSADORS BEQ. WARNING SHOTS FIRED THEY HAVE NOT MOVED, VC ADVISE NOT THEIRS, PATROL WITH MACHINE GUN ON WAY.

0100 ROOF REPORT: A/W FIRE PARK AREA

0114 DRUNK GI WANDERING AR STAGGERING IN FRONT OF EMBASSY HOTEL.

0115 DODGE CITY BEQ HAS FIRE IN BACK OF BUILDING REQUEST FIRE TRUCK.

0120 POSSIBLE TWO CLAYMORE MINES EXPLODED BEQ 3 CHECKING ON SOURCE OF INFO NOW

0122 HAVE ONE SERIOUS WIA SOLDIER MACV AREA, REQUIRE IMMEDIATE EVAC.

0130 DANANG, AND I CORPS TOC UNDER ATTACK, DID NOT PENETRATE, AIR BASE ALSO UNDER ATTACK, FLAG AT RED BEACH SWIMMER ATTACK ON SHIPS NO MININGS SO FOR TAKING PRECAUTIONS.

0132 HUE STILL HAS HEAVY FIGHTING

DANANG, SAN MATEO VICTORY REPORTS TWO SWIMMERS CONVERGING THEIR ANCHORAGE AT 224 HECP 1000 YDS UNITS IN BAY MAKING HIGH SPEED RUNS
0132 CONV
WITH CONCUSSION GRENADES. NOW KNOWN FOR NEXT GRENADES IN PRESENT.
BUT SEVERAL BELIEVED TO BE. AIR BASE STILL UNDER ATTACK.
QUANG "RE STILL UNDER HEAVY WEAPON FIRE.
0137 MANY MORTARS AND A/W FIRE AT COMPOUND, WARNS HOUSE.
ON TRANG QUANG TRE.
0130 JHU LAI VC HAVE CONTROL OF ISLAND
HUE AIRFIELD STILL UNDER ATTACK
NHA TRANG TAN VC STILL HAVE CONTROL
VINH LONG NO FIRE INTO COMPOUND FOR ONE HOUR VC STILL IN CITY
MY LONG VC STILL IN CITY
CAN THO VC STILL IN CITY
CHAU DOC NO REPORTS RECEIVED TOWN FAIRLY CLEAR
BEN TRE NO REPORTS RECEIVED TOWN FAIRLY CLEAR
QUI NHOH NUMEROUS CONTACTS IN CITY MP HEADQUARTERS ATTACKED
SOME PRISONERS FREED PROVIDENCE JAIL HIT AIRPORT RECEIVING
A/W FIRE.
0130 QUI NHOH CAUSEWAY 20-40 VC SURROUNDED AND ATTACKING ONE MILE FROM
GSC OUTSIDE OF VILLAGE.
0200 VINH LONG VC IN TOWN VC REGIMENT NEARBY ATTACK STILL GOING ON
NO COMMUNICATIONS CENTER APPEARING FROM TOC, COM CENTER WAS WIRED
OUT WITH DIRECT HIT
CAN THO AIRFIELD UNDER ATTACK
BEN TRE STILL UNDER ATTACK
0208 REPORT: SMALL BURST A/W FIRE IN PARK.
0240 S/SCH OF FIRE BAG TRACK IN US HANDS NO #1 SECURE IS RESTROOM "BS" S/L SECURE PERIMETER FIRM SMALL FIRE YET.

0240 RECEIVING S/A CHAIN CANAL ENTRANCE REQUIRES FIRESHIP WAS SUPPORT

0248 ROOF REPORT: SPORADIC FIRE IN PARK

0250 ROOF REPORT: S/B FIRE BEARING 250 RANGE 700 YDS

0315 CAUTION ADVISED TO ALL MOVING PATROL MP UNITS, ARM LST AT ALL APPROACHING VEHICLES BEFORE CHECKING THEM OUT. THIS UNIT HAS ALL AND NANCY HIT NO CASUALTIES

0320 HAVE ANOTHER FIRE FIGHT GOING ON AT GRAVEYARD, ROCKETS AND A/M Used by VC REQUEST FLARE SHIP, POSSIBLE FOUR VC GURNEYS IN ROOM MACV ANNEX.

0336 MOBILE MACHINE GUN UNIT WILL CHECK OUT.

0347 QC AT ATAB SAY NO VC IN AREA

0437 DO NOT FIRE THEY MAY BE SOME OF OUR OWN FORCES

3/1

0442 S/A FIRE AMERICAN EMBASSY AREA

0454 RECEIVING HEAVY ROCKET AND MORTAR FIRE AND A/M FIRE IN ARVN COMFUND CEMETARY

0515 ROOF REPORT: HAVE ONE VN MALE AND ONE FEMALE WALKING DOWN STREET.

0520 WACO ADVISES THEY ARE BELIEVED TO BE THE TWO VC WHO KILLED A COUPLE OF US A COUPLE OF NIGHTS AGO.

0536 THEN APPEAR TO BE DECEITING BY APRACHUTE TO FRONT MACV BUILDINGS UNABLE TO TELL IF US OR VN
0548 THE SG AT HOA LU HAS LOCATED THE TWO PROXVR WHO HAD FIRED S/A FIRE, SHINING AT BILLET S AND PATROLLING RP.

0549 CONFIRM THE FACT, THE VC CAPTURED ONE DRESSER ON ROOF, THE OTHER VC ESCAPED

0600 DAI NAM HOTEL RECEIVING S/A FIRE PLAZA RECEIVING S/A FIRE
SEVERAL EXPLOSIONS HEARD IN AREA OF DIA DAN.

0615 HAVE ONE VC CORNERED IN CAB ACROSS FROM PLAZA.

0636 BUDDISTS IN COMPOUND AT TRAN DINH PHIN ARE ACTING UP— THE DETACHMENT ACROSS THE STREET HAVE HAD A FEW ROUNDS SHOT AT THEM FROM THIS AREA— THEY ADVISE THEY CAN'T HOLD OUT MUCH LONGER

0637 A/W FIRE AT COMMISSARY WAREHOUSE

0648 MOVING MP'S REPORT MORTORS LANDING ALL OVER GOLF COURSE
BELIEVE TO BE ARVN MORTORS

0653 6 SQUADS HAVE MOVED INTO AREA ABOVE PLAZA IN AN EFFORT TO LOCATE AND KEEP VC SNIPER

0655 11B STATION ADVISES APPROX 100 PEOPLE MOVING UP STREETS DON'T KNOW IF THEY HAVE WEAPONS OR NOT.

0658 IF PEOPLE KEEP CLOSING, FIRE SEVERAL SHOTS OVER HEADS

0702 THE 100 PEOPLE CLOSING 11B APPEAR TO BE ALL WOMEN AND CHILDREN.

0708 STATION 11B REPORTS SNIPER FIRE 200 METERS TO HIS RIGHT.

0708 11B REQUESTS GUNSHIP HIT NEW SNIPER 200 METERS TO LEFT OF HIS PRESENT TARGET.

0735 ALL PERSONEL ADVISED THEY TRAVEL AT OWN RISK TO AND FROM WORK/CHOW

0740 11B STILL RECEIVING S/A FIRE FROM SNIPER— BELIEVE FIRING COMING FROM YELLOW BUILDING TO HIS FRONT AT RANGE 500 METERS. BUILDING HAS SANDBAGS AROUND IT.
CIA REPORTS SUSPICIOUS FIRE AT CEMETARY POSITION.

0730 TO AN AREA OF CEMETARY FIRING AT 0650 AND BURNING THEM DOWN.

0732 EXPLOSION HEARD 270 DEG RELATIVE "ROOFTOPS REPORTS

0815 REQUEST THROUGH SLEEPING CEMETARY. MORTAR SHOTS FROM AREA ALL NIGHT- BELIEVE A COMPLEX OF TUNNELS UNDER CEMETARY.

0816 BOMB REQUESTED CAPITAL FG AREA- MP FOUND PACKAGES DEPENDING CONTAINING LIVE GRENADES.

0820 VN SHOT VICINITY TRA PA PHANG NEEDS AMBULANCE- ABOUT 100 YARDS OTHER SIDE OF CAPITAL Bld.

0837 MP PATROL UNIT REPORTS VIETNAMESE WALKING ALL OVER, AT VARIOUS ROAD BLOCKS, WITH BANDAGES ON FROM SHRAPNEL- REQUEST UNIT START CHECKING THESE PEOPLE.

0839 UNABLE TO DO SO- JUST KEEP AN EYE ON THEM

0852 MACV 1 SECURITY OFFICER RECEIVED CALL THAT A VC AT 0400 WITH VINH CHOU- AMERICAN FIRING AT THEM AND REQUEST ASSISTANCE.

0901 BELIEVE TUNNEL COMPLEX AT CEMETARY OR SH CLEANSING- I WOULD HAVE TO BE IN THERE TO DIRECT FIRESHIPS.

0902 ALL STATIONS BE ADVISED IF YOU TRAVEL ROAD AROUND CHOLOM EXCHANGE TO FREE WORLD YOU ARE SUBJECT TO M/G FIRE.

0911 PERSONS AT SIMONS Bld REQUEST TO GO TO CHOW AS THEY HAVE NOT EATEN SINCE TUESDAY- THEY HAVE ARMS AND JEEPS.

0913 ADVISE THEM TO TRAVEL AT THEIR OWN RISK.

0922 5 VC REPORTED AROU 565 PETRUS AT REFRAINING WEAPONS- SEND MP UNITS.

0953 PRESENTLY COMING TO CEMETARY FOR AUGMENTATION- NO LATE USE.

0956 BELIEVE PURPORTED MORTAR POSITION IN CEMETARY.

1000 CAR ENTERED CEMETARY.
1020 SNIPER FROM MAC V 1 PATROL HIT BY SNIPER FIRE 11:34 A.M.
1024 VARIOUS ON AMBASSADOR'S HOUSE SPOTTED BY RANGERS. 11:44 A.M.
1027 HIT FROM GOR I IN AREA HIGH THAN CHolon ROAD.
1025 VRH NO REPORT TC ATTACKING 3RD AVENUE VICINITY 11:44 A.M.
1033 NAVAL FIRE NEWPORT.
1034 NAVAL FIRE another VH IN CEMETARY. APPEARS TO BE SHOTTLE
1035 BETWEEN TWO STORES AND BUILDINGS IN CEMETARY.
1036 SHIP FIRE ALL OVER CHolon AREA. AdjAcENcy TO BUILDINGS.
1037 NAVY NO LONGER IGNORED DOWN SHIP FROM DEFEND HOUSES OR GUN ACROSS
1038 FROM TRACK AS YOU HEAD TO CHolon.
1040 NAVY OF NEWCARD REQUESTS SUPPLIES AND M-79 AND A.C. FOR SNIPER.
1044 AMBASSADOR CREDIT TO LEAVE UNDER NP ESCORT F.M. MAY 1973.
1046 VH TO CLEAR AREA NEAR BQ #3.
1048 2 J.S. KIA STILL WANTED TO BE MARKED FROM AMBUSH BURIED 3:3.
1049 KIA BELIEVED TO BE HOBIES TRAPPED WITH HOBES HDW.
1050 U.S. EOD ENROUTE TO STAND-BY NEAR ROCKS' TRAPPED MINE.
1100 VH TO SWEEP FROM GATE # 3 & JOS EAST ON TO TAN TO RAILROAD.
1110 FROH GATE JOS TO RAILROAD, AND NORTHWEST A 4-12 RAILROAD.
1112 U.N. PERSONNEL HOLDING MICRO TOWER AT PLEASANT ROAD NORTH.
1117 EMBASSY ADVISES CHAN BHAR BELIEVES THEY HAVE MICRO UNITS.
1118 REQUEST EOD.
WE RECEIVED REQUEST TO ONE WOOKIE TO BE GONE BY 4 PM TO "TAKE CARE OF BUSINESS".

WE ARE IN DEEP IFFICT TO BE CONSIDERED.

WE ARE LOADING STRATEGIES TO BE CONSIDERED.

WE ARE LOADING VEHICLES WITH GEARING STUFF FOR THE DEPLOYMENT TO BE UNLOADED TO BE UNLOADED.

STILL NEGATIVE INFORMATION FROM THE GUARDS AT BOMB BAY WAREHOUSE. 1 US GUARD STILL ON STATION.

IN A POSITION WITH NO PACKAGE IN TO THE 4 PM DEPLOYMENT TO CHECK OUT.

WE ADVISE 3-49 HOURS IN CARGO TO BE VALUABLE FOR 4, YOU WILL HAVEN'T LEFT IN BAY. ALSO ADVICE 2 TO VIA WAREHOUSE.

WE HAVE MORE WORK HERE THAN YOU EXPECTED, SO IF YOU HAVE ANY IDEAS.

CLASS A AGENT SENT TO 661 93.

HAS BEEN SEEN FROM B (FISH) STILL IN 665, UNABLE TO ENTER.

NEEDER FIRE NEAR MELBOURNE PLUS FBA ROGUES WILL NOT ENTER.

REPORTS OF FIRE FROM NF VEHICLE LONG KORAH INFLICT. NOT CONFIRMED.

MEDICAL EMERGENCY 2 BLOCKS AWAY PAST S-27 IN TOP OF BUILDING.

MEDICAL EMERGENCY, TAPED HIM.

MEDICAL EMERGENCY DROPPED IN FRONT OF THE CONDEMNED.

MEDICAL EMERGENCY.

HEAVY FIRE AND EXPLOSION NOW SPREADING.

HEAVY FIRE FROM CONDEMNED 3 MEANS ONE HERE IN DANGER OF BEING HIT BY Same.
ENGLAND ARE SAME AS MP'S. "DO NOT FIRE UNLESS FIRED UPON, AND ONLY THEN IF YOU ARE SURE OF YOUR TARGET!" UNITS CAUTIONED THAT MUCH SPORADIC FIRE CAN BE TRACED TO VC/FRIENDLIES AND OTHER FRIENDLIES AND SUCH FIRE SHOULD BE REPORTED AND IGNORED AS WELL AS POSSIBLE.

2026 Pod recovered grenade as per report 2112.

2153 Spotted possible VC movement across from Capitol Hill. Are there any QC's in that area?

FM WACO: NO, BUT DON'T FIRE UNLESS FIRED UPON.

2207 "B-1" Embassy receiving fire from unk. position. Described as light.

2212 Four people sighted running down street in front of palace.

2213 Old Embassy receiving fire.

2215 Reported fire in dock area.

2216 Reported fire on hi wa Truong near town house box.

2219 5 people gathering on Phan Dinh Phong near French Consulat.

Roof reported

2228 Large body of VC moving about block from motor pool. Request you ascertain if they are VC or ARVN? There are approx. 50 of them.

2228 Group is friendly

2300 Numerous explosions in direction and area of Myerkord.

2330 Vinh Asseveld still controlled by 5th/15th ARVN Reg. But unit is receiving S/A fire.

2321 LCDR Pearson, USA, reported that USS Mark along with Garrett Cty had gone to vicinity of Vinh Long, and embarked 48 civilians and is now headed for Dong Tam.

2330 "246" - Receiving sniper fire.

2359 Guard in kiosk across from Splendid reported he heard someone